Political Science (PSCI) Courses
PSCI1001 Introduction to Political Science
Political Science is the study of how human beings create governments,
leaders, laws and policies. This foundational course explores how and why
politics involves all aspects of our everyday lives. The dynamics of politics
center on acquiring, distributing, and/or restricting access to power held by
citizens and states. From local politics to international relations, the study
of politics enables understandings of who ultimately gets what, when,
where, why and how - or not. This course therefore explores the major ideas
that drive the ways in which leaders govern, the systems in which they
operate, motivations and barriers for citizens to participate in political life,
how institutions of government work, and the role of money and media
in the making of politics, from Main Street to Wall Street. This course also
considers the modes by which citizens drive change in their governments,
from Facebook and the ballot box to mass-scale protests driving political
revolutions of the 21st century. (OL)
Oﬀered at Charlotte, Denver, North Miami, Online, Providence, Providence CE
4.5 Quarter Credit Hours
PSCI2001 International Relations and World Politics
This course provides a comprehensive introduction to the study of
international relations, core concepts and key theories of world politics.
Presented in this course are foundational ideas for understanding major
historical and contemporary events in world politics, the behavior of states,
and their relationship to the global order. This course prepares students
to interpret world politics through analysis of particular trends, patterns,
crises and global change. The chronic nature of war and ceaseless search
for peace are considered, exploring how twentieth century historical events
contribute to the twenty-rst century nature of international relations.
Politics and economics are also considered, focusing on economic relations
among advanced post-industrial economies and issues of development
of non-western nations, emphasizing the Global South. The role of postcolonial legacies and the failure of states is an important theme of the course.
Additional topics include critical and emerging analyses that imagine possible
future systems of international relations; imperialism; cold war politics and
its legacies; national security theory including deterrence and the role of
international political and monetary organizations in world politics. (OL)
Oﬀered at Denver, North Miami, Online, Providence, Providence CE
4.5 Quarter Credit Hours
PSCI3005 Political Ideologies and the 21st Century
Historical events and processes of the 20th century help us to grasp the rising
political ideologies of the 21st century and the emerging ways in which these
ideologies are expressed as organizations, such as ISIS. Political ideologies
of the past and of this century often stand in opposition to each other, as
demonstrated in globalization/anti-globalization movements. Movements
such as anarchism, perceived as marginal in the U.S., play a considerable role
in shaping political events abroad. Digital movements of disruption, such
as Anonymous, represent new modes of ideology, power and expression.
The fate of ideologies with their roots in the 19th and 20th centuries, such
as environmentalism, feminism, fascism, and radical-right-wing and antigovernment groups in the 21st century is explored. Emerging and splinter
hate groups, insurgent, anti-state movements and alternative political models
and organizations are examined in global context, from Canada to New
Caldonia.
Prerequisite(s): ENG1021 or ENG1027, sophomore status. (OL)
Oﬀered at Online, Providence, Providence CE
4.5 Quarter Credit Hours
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